
 

Class of 2014 – Congratulations! I would like to  start out with one of my 
favorite quotes by Gandhi which I think sets a nice theme for the 
occasion … it says; ‘live as if you were to die tomorrow but learn as if you 
were to live forever’. 

My name is Martina and just 2 short years ago I sat in your very seats 
after finishing my Bachelor in Public Health Nutrition and Food Policy. I 
took only a few months off and quickly started on my Masters at Aalborg 
University in Integrated Food Studies – fingers crossed I finish this June. 

Today I have been given the honor of representing the GNH alumni – 
AND I will start by asking  you to give yourselves a  great big pat on the 
back and welcoming you to joining us on the other side – the graduates. 
The hard work and dedication has paid off! Remember to take some 
time to enjoy the freedom. Sleep in, catch up on your series… just enjoy! 

As I tried to write this speech I found myself without words… I decided 
to go out for a run, it often helps me put my thoughts in order…I started 
to remember the journey through my own bachelor and can tell you my 
masters is following a very similar path… just a heck of a lot faster!  

I couldn’t help but see the comparison between university studies and 
training for my first marathon – there are so many little milestones and 
goals – reaching your first 10 km and finishing a half marathon it’s like 
completing a tough exam or getting through another semester – with 
the finish line always just….‘somewhere in the distance’  -    You enjoy 
each victory but don’t give the end all too much thought! Only that…. 
Well…. you will get there one day. 

Eventually its Race day!! This for me definitely relates to the thesis – so 
excited to be done with classes and to get started but the end still seems 
pretty far away… slightly nerve racking…. Many of you probably at some 
point wondered – will I even make it!? I know I did… Again let’s take the 
opportunity to acknowledge you for all your hard work! You sure did 
make it!!!! Way to go ;-) 



Finishing your bachelor brings you to closing a big chapter of your life! 
Soak it up – every well deserved minute of it! Today, tomorrow and for 
the rest of your life – that degree is here to stay!  

But are we ever really done learning?!?…remember ‘live as if you were 
to die tomorrow but learn as if you were to live forever’. 

Closing one chapter often means starting another in the textbook of life! 
So…“What’s next?” There’s a certain freedom in that question, since 
your answer can be “Whatever I want – the world is my oyster!!!” But it 
can also be a paralyzing question if you’re immediate thought “I have no 
idea.” 

Sure we all have considerations, hopes and dreams but what to do first 
and how to get there? Change can be intimidating but it can also lead to 
great opportunities, embracing it with open arms and positivity will 
bring you to the right chapter.  

Whenever I think about it …the 80’s hit by the English punk band The 
Clash comes to mind … “should I stay or should I go now?”…  
International student or not – given the global aspect of this education I 
guess many of you have given moving or working abroad some 
considerations… so I ask again what now? Will you stay? Will you go? 
Where will you work?! Maybe you will take time off to travel!?  
For many it might be an easy decision but I guess – Many of you have no 
idea – and that can be daunting! This decision comes with many 
considerations regarding job opportunities, family and friends, maybe 
language or…. Denmark’s fantastic year round weather which really… 
might not be so easy to give up ;-)  

But honestly these are challenging considerations – yes!... As graduates 
you are about to make some major changes, some major decisions and it 
may be a bit tough – but how exciting?! Remember be brave!! ‘live as if 
you were to die tomorrow but learn as if you were to live forever’. 

Part of being brave is not only being open minded about travel or new 
opportunities but about having confidence in yourself and your skills! 
Taking pride for your tremendous accomplishments! …. The world really 



is your oyster! In a field so new and undefined the job hunt maybe be 
difficult but it also comes with a certain pioneering angle many other 
people don’t get to explore! So what will you do? What kind of job 
would you like? If it were only that easy - right?! Maybe it is? Maybe you 
will start your own business? Maybe you will find a job opportunity 
which allows you to travel abroad… who knows? Whatever it is … go for 
it! 

I remember what we were reminded of when we graduated … and can 
honestly really relate. I am sure you are all well aware that we GNH 
graduates are different! Our skills, our careers, our capabilities are not 
defined! We will face challenges, we will have to prove ourselves, be 
prepared to showcase your competence and abilities and do it with 
confidence because…. you really are qualified!!! We have a lot to offer 
and with persistence a certain creativity and the right attitude – you will 
stand out! Appreciate the strength that comes with the uniqueness and 
diversity of your credentials. You have reached the finish line! You have 
what it takes to succeed! So get out there and give it what you’ve 
got!!.... – and remember ‘live as if you were to die tomorrow but learn 
as if you were to live forever’.  

I don’t have much work experience in all honestly --- but I think there is 
a lot to be said for finding what interests you versus simply what you are 
good at – you can always learn more so strive to find something that 
motivates you!! Trust in what you already know – you made it this far! 
Metropol and the brilliant teachers here have a wonderful way of 
facilitating a fantastic learning dynamic and… though you may not know 
it now – you will realize its applications soon. So thank you – to our 
teachers! 

I can’t tell you much about life in the way most people define it the 
…‘real world’ – I haven’t made it to that 9-5 grind yet – but what I have 
learned is that time spent learning is never wasted.  

When considering your life plan – I encourage you to dream big! But be 
careful not to overlook the smaller opportunities, stay grounded and use 
those stepping stones to make those BIG dreams come to life! Those 
research skills you have acquired these last 3 and a half years can help 
you find the path that brings you where you want to go! Use the social 



marketing tools around, network and reach out – be forward ask 
questions – take charge of your future and the decisions you are about 
to make – they are big ones… big ones that count now and for a long 
time to come! BUT… Don’t be afraid to make mistakes – just remember 
to learn from them. It’s all a part of living like we are to die tomorrow 
and learning like we will to live forever!  

SO… I ask you again what’s next? ….. I optimistically invite you to play 
with the idea that … the answer can be… whatever you put your mind 
to! 
 
Once again class of 2014 – Congratulations and the best of luck! 
 
 
 
 


